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Provides an overview of how the mobile code can be used in networking with the aim of developing further intelligent information retrieval, network and mobility management, and network services.



Proceedings of the Second International Workshop, MATA, on Mobile Agents for Telecommunication Applications, held in Paris, France, September 18-20, 2000. Major paper topics included network management, Ad-hoc networks and applications, and active networks. 

This publication is concerned with mobile agents for telecommunication applications. Papers have been selected from those presented during MATA’00 in Paris, the MATA reviewers having reviewed this second version of the papers presented here.

Mobile agents refer to self-contained and identifiable computer programs that can move within the network and can act on behalf of the user or another entity. Most current research work on the mobile agent paradigm has two general goals: reduction of network traffic and asynchronous interaction. These two goals stem directly from the desire to reduce information overload and to efficiently use network resources.

There are certainly many motivations for the use of a mobile agent paradigm. However, intelligent information retrieval, network and mobility management, and network services are currently the three most cited application targets for a mobile agent system.

We provide in this publication an overview of how mobile codes could be used in networking. A huge field of application is now open and a research community really exists. We have tried here to illustrate this emerging application domain of mobile agents and mobile code.
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Knockout Job Interview Presentations: How to Present with Confidence, Beat the Competition and Impress Your Way into a Top Job (Career Success)Kogan Page, 2010

	Interview presentations can be incredibly daunting. Candidates often lack the confidence and skills so they fail to do themselves justice and impress the panel.  Careers expert Rebecca Corfield covers the entire process of planning and making an interview presentation and helps them understand what employers...
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PMP Certification All-In-One Desk Reference For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	Be as prepared as possible to take the PMP certification exam


	The PMP certification is the most popular project management certification available, but also a very difficult certification to obtain with very demanding requirements. That's where this All-in-One reference comes in. Packed with valuable information for...
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iOS 6 Programming Pushing the Limits: Advanced Application Development for Apple iPhone, iPad and iPod TouchJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Learn to build extraordinary apps for iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch


	iOS is the hottest development platform around, and iOS 6 adds a new and deeper dimension to explore. This guide offers serious information for serious programmers who know the basics and are ready to dive into the advanced features of iOS. You'll learn...
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AutoCAD 2012 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	If you are completely new to AutoCAD or just feeling a little rusty, this book will help start the wheels turning and keep you rolling in the right direction. Tidbits of historical insight and explanations help you understand not only "how" to perform a task, but "why." David's friendly and humorous writing style makes...
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WarDriving: Drive, Detect, Defend: A Guide to Wireless SecuritySyngress Publishing, 2004
The term WarDriving originates from WarDialing, a term introduced to the  public by Matthew Broderick's character, David Lightman, in the 1983 movie  "WarGames." WarDialing is the practice of using a modem attached to a computer  to dial an entire exchange of telephone numbers to locate any computers with  modems attached to them....
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Introduction to Network Analysis, 2nd EditionPodbooks, 2001
The ultimate introductory guide to analyzing network communications at the packet level.  This book defines basic analyzer elements (such as capture filters, display filters, expert alarms, trend screens, and decode windows) and provides real-world examples of how an analyzer can be used to troubleshoot networks. Includes chapter tests and several...
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